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U.S. warns Putin of 'catastrophic’
consequences over nuclear weapons
Reuters, September 25, 2022

EVENT

COMMENT

BIBLE
QUOTE

The United States would respond decisively to any Russian use of nuclear weapons
against Ukraine and has spelled out to Moscow the "catastrophic consequences" it
would face, U.S. National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan said on Sunday. Sullivan's
remarks represented the latest American warning following the thinly veiled nuclear
threat made by Vladimir Putin last Wednesday in a speech in which the Russian
president also announced his country's first wartime military mobilization since World
War Two. Sullivan did not describe the nature of the planned U.S. response in his
comments on Sunday but said the United States has privately to Moscow "spelled out in
greater detail exactly what that would mean." Sullivan said that the United States has
been in frequent, direct contact with Russia, including during the last few days to
discuss the situation in Ukraine and Putin's actions and threats.
There is mounting speculation that Putin will authorise the use at some point of a
tactical nuclear weapon. His thinly veiled threats about using nuclear weapons have
been increasing almost by the day. On Monday Sergei Lavrov (Russia’s foreign
minister) was asked if Russia’s nuclear doctrine would apply to the 4 Ukrainian regions
Russia was about to annex. He replied that ALL Russia’s laws, doctrines and concepts
would apply. Russia’s rule around use of nuclear weapons is that they can use them if
Russia faces an “existential threat.” The US has said if Russia does there will be
“catastrophic consequences”. Military analysts say the US would likely strike Russian
bases in Crimea or military installations in Russia that were linked to the nuclear attack.
The Bible says that when Gog descends, it will be quick, decisive and catastrophic.
…the king of the north shall come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horsemen,
and with many ships; and he shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow and pass over.
(Daniel 11:40)

Putin accused of sabotage over Nord
Stream gas pipeline explosions
The Telegraph, September 27, 2022

EVENT

COMMENT

BIBLE
QUOTE

Vladimir Putin was on Tuesday accused of sabotage after a series of underwater
explosions caused “unprecedented” damage to pipelines built to supply Europe with gas.
Ships were warned to stay away from a five-mile exclusion zone around the Nord Stream
1 and 2 pipelines on the bed of the Baltic Sea amid fears they could sink in methane
bubbles stretching up to 1,000 metres. “Today we faced an act of sabotage – we don’t
know all the details of what happened, but we see clearly that it’s an act of sabotage,
related to the next step of escalation of the situation in Ukraine,” said Mateusz
Morawiecki, Poland’s prime minister. European governments including Germany,
Denmark and Norway believe the leaks were caused by sabotage rather than by
accident. Sweden’s National Seismic Network said the largest of the explosions was
equivalent to more than 100kg of dynamite.
The pipelines were torn open by underwater explosions so large that the shockwaves
were detected as far 800 miles away. Russian Navy support ships, a warship and
submarines were spotted close to the Nord Stream pipelines before the suspected
sabotage of the gas supply. But why would Russia blow up pipelines that were
previously earning it billions of dollars? The explosions were close to a new pipeline
(opened on Tuesday) between Norway and Poland. Poland wants to stop all Russia
imports of gas by the end of the year. Norway has supplanted Russia as the EU’s main
supplier of gas. These explosions could well be a warning from Russia about what it
could do next to disrupt new suppliers of gas to the EU. Putin’s playbook is that of
creating panic, escalation and misdirection. This is what the Bible predicts about Gog.
He will cause a shocking amount of destruction and succeed in everything he does. He will destroy
powerful leaders and devastate the holy people. He will be a master of deception and will become
arrogant; he will destroy many without warning.
(Daniel 8:24-25 NLT)

An Israel-Lebanon Border Deal Could Increase
Natural Gas Supplies
The New York Times, Sept 27, 2022

EVENT

Offshore gas fields in the Mediterranean could become one of several new energy
sources for European countries as they seek independence from Russia. Israel and
Lebanon have technically been at war since 1948, but the countries are close to an
agreement that could increase production of natural gas, helping energy-starved
Europe. Officials from the two countries have said they are close to resolving longrunning disputes over their maritime borders, which would allow energy companies to
extract more fossil fuels from fields in the Mediterranean Sea. Israel now has so much
gas that it has become a net exporter of energy, sending fuel to neighbors like Jordan
and Egypt. Some of that gas has also found its way to Europe and other parts of the
world from L.N.G. export terminals in Egypt. The country will produce roughly 22 billion
cubic meters this year and 30 billion cubic meters by 2025.

COMMENT It appears that Israel has made plans to begin supplying LNG to Europe, which now, on

account of the sabotaged Nordstream lines, will have no possibility of any gas from
Russia. The Nordstream had produced annually a max of 55 billion cubic meters to
Europe. The new Norway gas pipeline just opened up on Sept 27, and is rated at 10
Billion cubic meters per year. Israel being reportedly able to immediately produce 22
billion cubic meters annually and possibly 30 billion by 2025 is a significant amount with
other countries like Venezuela being able to supply the shortfall provided Europe has
the offload capacity for that amount of LNG. However one looks at it, it will be a year of
challenges for the people of the EU. For Russia, will this be a catalyst to bring it down
to take over the Israeli gas fields? If so, it may be a short window until Europe devises
other energy sources. If not, it is certainly something that is very appealing to Gog…

BIBLE
QUOTE

...”you [Gog] will say, ‘I will go up against the land of unwalled villages. I will go against those who
are at rest, that live securely, all of them living without walls and having no bars or gates, to
capture spoil and to seize plunder, to carry away silver and gold, to take away cattle and goods,
to capture great spoil?’"
Eze 38:11-13 NASB

UN chief: This marks a "moment of peril" for
the world
Reuters, September 21, 2022
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COMMENT

BIBLE
QUOTE

“In this moment of peril, I must underscore my duty as Secretary-General to uphold the
Charter of the United Nations,” he told journalists in New York. “The Charter is
clear. Any annexation of a State’s territory by another State resulting from the threat or
use of force is a violation of the Principles of the UN Charter and international law.” The
UN chief was speaking after the Kremlin announced that a ceremony will be held in
Moscow on Friday to formally launch a process to annex the regions of Donetsk,
Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia. The development follows recent so-called
referendums where residents of these regions took part in a voting process - that the UN
political affairs chief said on Tuesday could not be regarded as legal - on whether they
wanted to become part of the Russian Federation.
This is indeed a “moment of peril” for the world. It is a peril that God knew would come
and that it will lead to Armageddon. So how do events in Ukraine lead to a conflict in
Israel? The main answer is around gas/oil. Putin’s invasion of Ukraine has meant
Russia is being shutdown as a supplier of gas/oil to the EU. The EU is desperately
looking for new nations to supply it with energy. One such nation is ISRAEL! A new
pipeline is to be built connecting Israel to the EU through Egypt. Putin will see this as
Israel taking his own income. It is the “spoil” he comes to take in Ezekiel 38. BEFORE
Russia invades however, there is an initial inner ring around Israel which will see the
complete collapse of Syria as a nation. This could come at any time as the Iran deal
has all but collapsed again due to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Iran will activate its
proxy armies around Israel. A time of trouble such as never was is at hand….

And at that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince which standeth for the children of thy
people: and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a nation even to
that same time: and at that time thy people shall be delivered, every one that shall be found written
in the book.
(Daniel 12:1)

For some Christians, 'rapture anxiety' can take a
lifetime to heal
CNN September 27, 2022
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COMMENT

BIBLE
QUOTE

Thirteen-year-old April Ajoy had a sense something wasn’t right. It was quiet in her Dallas house.
Too quiet. Her brothers were gone. Her parents were gone. On her parents’ bed, a pile of her
mother’s clothes signaled something terrifying. Ajoy’s mind began churning, trying to remember,
trying to make plans. When was the last time she had sinned? Did she refuse the mark of the
beast? At least, she thought, if she was put to the guillotine during the time of tribulation, it would
be a quick death. From the moment they are old enough to understand, millions of people raised
in certain Christian communities are taught that the rapture is something that can happen at any
time. Though there are different schools of thought as to how such an event would go, the basic
idea is the same: Righteous Christians ascend into heaven, while the rest are left behind to
suffer. Ajoy grew up in an evangelical church...taught to never sin, since it could be the very last
thing she did before being left behind when Jesus returned to Earth. Dramatic rapture-themed
books and movies, created as fiction, were presented as real glimpses into the end of the world.
The concept of the rapture ...draws heavily upon a letter from the Apostle Paul to the
Thessalonians...that says believers in Jesus would be snatched or seized into the air. Dramatic
rapture-themed books and movies, created as fiction, were presented as real glimpses into the
end of the world, and have resulted in a malady called “Rapture anxiety,” It’s been identified as a
chronic problem...a religious trauma...leads to an increase of anxiety, depression, paranoia and
even PTSD and some OCD (Obsessive Compulsive Disorder) -like behaviors
Alongside bazaar church teachings about the anti-christ, this is another popular but misleading
theology based on misinterpretations of scripture. It is all part of the greatest and most
dangerous fraud ever perpetrated upon mankind - & done by none other than apostate
Christianity. There is nothing worse than half-truths, in this case creating anxiety and depression
where there should be comfort and peace of mind. April Ajoy has now created a twitter feed
refuting the rapture doctrine but unfortunately still missing the mark where the real truth of the
Bible is concerned, There is so much work to do & so many tools, Where do we start?
And ye shall hear of …distress of nations, with perplexity [a state of quandary]; the sea and the
waves roaring ...men's hearts failing them for fear [no way out, no way of escape, “left behind”?],
and for looking after those things which are coming on the earth
Mat 24:6,7 Luk 21:25,26

Dozens are dead from Ian, one of the strongest
and costliest U.S. storms
Reuters, October 1, 2022

EVENT

Rescuers searched for survivors among the ruins of Florida's flooded homes from
Hurricane Ian while authorities in South Carolina waited for daylight to assess damage
from the storm's second strike as the remnants of one of the strongest and costliest
disasters to ever hit the U.S. continued to push north. The powerful storm terrorized
millions of people for most of the week, battering western Cuba before raking across
Florida from the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico to the Atlantic Ocean, where it
mustered enough strength for a final assault on South Carolina. It has since weakened to
a still-dangerous post-tropical cyclone and was crossing North Carolina toward Virginia
overnight, pushing heavy rains toward the Mid-Atlantic states. At least 30 people were
confirmed dead, including 27 people in Florida mostly from drowning but others from the
storm's tragic aftereffects.

COMMENT Damages and economic losses as a result of this storm could reach $45 billion to $70

billion forecasts by disaster modellers say. This would rank Ian as the sixth-costliest U.S.
hurricane. The storm comes as climate change fuels extreme weather worldwide,
including hurricanes that rapidly gain strength as they approach land. 2022 has already
brought deadly flooding in Kentucky, a European heat wave that killed more than 2,000
people in Portugal and Spain, and more relentless drought gripping the Western US and
a major hurricane that left catastrophic damage from Puerto Rico to Atlantic Canada —
each disaster exacting its own human and financial toll. The physical earth is groaning
under the weight of its godless inhabitants – only Christ’s return can resolve this…

BIBLE
QUOTE

We know that the whole creation has been groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to the
present time. Not only so, but we ourselves, who have the firstfruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly as
we wait eagerly for our adoption to sonship, the redemption of our bodies.
(Romans 8:22-23 NIV)
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U.S. warns Putin of 'catastrophic’
consequences over nuclear weapons
Reuters, September 25, 2022

EVENT

The United States would respond decisively to any Russian use of nuclear weapons
against Ukraine and has spelled out to Moscow the "catastrophic consequences" it
would face, U.S. National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan said on Sunday. Sullivan's
remarks represented the latest American warning following the thinly veiled nuclear
threat made by Vladimir Putin last Wednesday in a speech in which the Russian
president also announced his country's first wartime military mobilization since World
War Two. Sullivan did not describe the nature of the planned U.S. response in his
comments on Sunday but said the United States has privately to Moscow "spelled out in
greater detail exactly what that would mean." Sullivan said that the United States has
been in frequent, direct contact with Russia, including during the last few days to
discuss the situation in Ukraine and Putin's actions and threats.

COMMENT There is mounting speculation that Putin will authorise the use at some point of a
tactical nuclear weapon. His thinly veiled threats about using nuclear weapons have
been increasing almost by the day. On Monday Sergei Lavrov (Russia’s foreign
minister) was asked if Russia’s nuclear doctrine would apply to the 4 Ukrainian regions
Russia was about to annex. He replied that ALL Russia’s laws, doctrines and concepts
would apply. Russia’s rule around use of nuclear weapons is that they can use them if
Russia faces an “existential threat.” The US has said if Russia does there will be
“catastrophic consequences”. Military analysts say the US would likely strike Russian
bases in Crimea or military installations in Russia that were linked to the nuclear attack.
The Bible says the king of the south (US/UK etc) will push (militarily provoke) Putin.

BIBLE
QUOTE

And at the time of the end shall the king of the south push at him: and the king of the north shall
come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horsemen, and with many ships; and he
shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow and pass over. Catastrophic consequences could
be part of the “push” IF Putin uses nuclear weapons
(Daniel 11:40)

Putin annexes four Ukrainian regions and declares
them as Russian
The Times, October 1, 2022

EVENT

Western leaders accused Russia of “nuclear sabre-rattling” and violating international
law tonight after President Putin confirmed the annexation of 15 per cent of Ukraine’s
territory. In a Kremlin ceremony, Putin announced that Russia will subsume four
Ukrainian regions in a dramatic escalation of the war that increases the chance of a
direct clash with the West. In perhaps the most hostile speech of his two decades in
power, Putin railed against what he called the West’s neo-colonialism and moral
bankruptcy as he confirmed that Russia would absorb the Kherson and Zaporizhzhya
regions, and the self-styled Donetsk and Luhansk People’s Republics. The event
marked the largest military annexation since the Second World War. The Kremlin
has promised to protect the new territory with nuclear weapons if necessary.

COMMENT The Bible says that Gog is of the land of

Magog. Josephus tells us that Magog is
the same as Scythia. Scythia covered
southern Russia. But amazingly it also
covered the south eastern area of
modern Ukraine. This is almost identical
to the area that Putin annexed this week.
This map shows the extent of Scythia. Ukraine is superimposed over it. Compare it to
the orange in the map in the top right and you will see it is very similar. Gog (Russian
ruler, Putin) is taking over the last piece of the Magog puzzle. This is a great sign that
we are close to the king of the north descending south into Israel….

BIBLE
QUOTE

Son of man, set thy face against Gog, of the land of Magog, the chief prince of Meshech and
Tubal, and prophesy against him, And say, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I am against thee,
O Gog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal: ”Chief Prince”: Prince of Rosh (Ukraine)
(Ezekiel 38:2-3)

Global economy faces $2.8trn hit from war in
Ukraine
The Times, September 27, 2022

EVENT

The war in Ukraine will wipe out $2.8 trillion of global output by the end of next year, the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development has warned. The OECD,
which has 38 member countries including the UK, said that the Russian invasion was
the main reason that it had downgraded its expectations for global growth in the latest
set of forecasts published yesterday. Output across the world, as measured by GDP,
will rise by just under 3 per cent this year, down from about 4.5 per cent expected in the
organisation’s previous forecasts published last December. Next year, GDP will rise by
just over 2 per cent, down by about a percentage point from its previous forecasts. One
factor slowing growth is the tightening of monetary policy in most of the world’s biggest
economies in response to soaring inflation over the past year, researchers said.

COMMENT The world is being hit by huge financial storms. The first recent storm was of course the

Covid pandemic. An unprecedented almost total shutdown of the world economy’s for
over a year. This has forced governments around the world to massively increase
borrowing to help individual families and business’s stay afloat. Almost on the exact day
that Covid was downgraded from pandemic status and the world was able to breath a
collective sigh of relief, Vladimir Putin decided to invade Ukraine. This has had the
impact of pushing up energy prices around the world and causing possible recessions
in the all major economies of the world. In the UK, the government is handing out more
cash to families as of today to try to stave off the enormous increases in energy bills.
The Bible says the financial system will entirely collapse at the time of the end…

BIBLE
QUOTE

See, the Lord is going to lay waste the earth and devastate it; he will ruin its face and scatter its
inhabitants— it will be the same or priest as for people, for the master as for his servant, for the
mistress as for her servant, or seller as for buyer, for borrower as for lender, for debtor as for
creditor. The earth will be completely laid waste and totally plundered.
(Isaiah 24:1-3 NIV)

DAN 11:40
After the events of this verse, once Gog takes over Constantinople, he becomes the 4th beast dominion, therefore
from here on in the following vv the "he" and the "him" refers to Gog who is the King of the North occupying Syria
and is also the "little horn" power of the 4th Beast occupying Constantinople/Istanbul/Turkey.
(see Elpis Israel p 416 & Exposition of Daniel, p. 59).
Elpis Israel p 416:
"Now, if my computation be correct, namely, that the 2,400 years terminated in 1860, and that this was the beginning of the time of the
end, we ought to find on the political map a “king of the south” (the power in occupation of Egypt) , a “king of the north” (the power in
occupation of Syria), and the Little Horn of the Goat (the Roman Military power of the eastern leg seated in Constantiople), all
contemporary. Besides this we ought to find the king of the south (Britain) making war ("pushing") on the Little Horn (Constantinople the Ottoman power), and the land of Israel should be the subject of the strife. I say we ought to find these things in the time of the end,
because the time of the vision, or 2,400 years, is to be the time of the end; “for at the time appointed the end shall be”: and it is also
written, “He”, the Little Horn of the Goat, (the power in occupation of Constantinople) “shall divide the land for gain (by giving power to
the Papacy to establish dioceses churches, territories etc). And at the time of the end the king of the south shall push at him; (fulfilled
in Britain's "push" in 1917) and the king of the north (Russia, the king of the north also in occupation of Syria) shall come against him
(Constantinople / Turkey).” It is evident from this that at the time of the end, there are to be two horns of the Goat (north and south)
and the little horn (military power in Constaninople) all co-existent, and as hostile in their policy as in the days of Antiochus Epiphanes."
The Exposition of Daniel p 59
The Little Horn of the Goat represents the undivided power of the Kingdom of Babylon from the annexation of the northern kingdom to
Rome, B.C. 65, to the loss of Italy, and the West; and of the same power minus Italy and the West from the eighth century to the
present time. But when the Autocrat (Russia) gains Constantinople, and Russianizes Italy and the West ; and having superseded the
Ottoman regime in Asia, comes as Gog to invade the Holy Land and to besiege Jerusalem, the Little Horn of the Goat will again
represent the power of the whole dominion briefly united under one chief, and· he the proudest that ever exalted and magnified himself
above all the rulers upon earth. In that near future the Little Horn of the Goat will be" exceeding great", overshadowing all the
sovereignties represented by the Two-Horned, and Ten-Horned, Beasts, and the Pseudoprophet of the Beast.
Daniel Expositor:
"And at the time of the end"
- This refers to the same time as in Dan_7:26 (see notes), indicating the termination of the events outlined. Yahweh has carefully set
out certain "ages" (Heb_11:3) according to His purpose. Everything that has occurred since the days of Daniel, has pointed to this end
period (Dan_8:19). This "time" includes the return of Christ (12:1), international trouble (12:1), personal judgment (11:35), resurrection
and deliverance (12:2), and complete explanation of the Divine secret (12:4,6,9). The time that concludes with Christ as victor over a
world at peace, commenced with the re-appearance of the "kings of north and south," and a third party, termed "him". Brother Thomas
comments that "It is evident from this (verse 40) that at the time of the end, there are to be two horns of the Goat and the little horn all

co-extensive, and as hostile in their policy as in the days of Antiochus Epiphanes" (Elpis Israel, p. 416). This dates the commencement
of this time period as 1917, when events saw the first stage occur.
"Shall the king of the south"
- This power was last heard of in verse 29, when the force of the Ptolemys in Egypt was overthrown by Antiochus (Dan_11:26). Since
then, the king of the south (the power in occupation of Egypt) disappeared from prophecy to allow events in Palestine and Europe to
take precedence. Now, however, the scene returns to Egypt. This time, Britain was to become the king of the south, and in 1882
circumstances forced Britain to intervene in Egyptian affairs. Brother Thomas anticipated the importance of this event by writing in
Elpis Israel (p. 445): "God, Who rules the world, and marks out the bounds of habitation for the nations, will make Britain a gainer by
the transaction. He will cause her rulers to see the desirableness of Egypt, Ethiopia and Seba, which they will be induced, by force of
circumstances, probably, to take possession of." This proved to be the case. Against severe opposition, Disraeli, Prime Minister of
Britain, bought control of the Suez Canal, leading to the sole domination of Egypt by Britain in 1882. For seventy-two years Britain
remained in Egypt, until an agreement was signed in 1954 relinquishing British influence in the area. By 1956 the last British troops
had left. But the period had seen Britain play a significant role in Egypt as "king of the south."
"Push at him"
- The "him" here refers to the king of verse 36, the power ruling in Constantinople. From the days of Constantine (BC 324) this city
became the capital of the Roman Empire. In 1453, however, it fell to the Turkish power who made it their capital, and, destroying the
remnant of the Roman Empire, became the "him" of this verse. The prophecy thus requires that at the time of the end, the power in
occupation of Egypt (Britain) should "push at" Turkey. The first movement from Egypt against the Turks began in 1832-3 when the
army of Muhammed AH, under the direction of his son, Ibrahim, was despatched against the Turks in Syria. It did not succeed
completely because the Angelic Controllers recognised that the full time was not yet; but it was the beginning of a situation that led up
to the "time of the end." Britain and France were forced into the arena, and were to ultimately provide the needed "push." This
occurred in 1917, when Turkey controlled most of the Middle East including Jerusalem and Palestine. But, supporting Germany against
Britain in W.W. 1, she attracted the opposition of the "king of the south" and British forces, under the direction of General Allenby,
attacked and defeated Turkish forces in Palestine.
"And the king of the north shall come against him [Turkey"
- Subsequent to the attack from the king of the south [1917]. The fulfilment must await the final re-Kingdom of Syria, which the northern
Russian power is poised to accomplish. She is spreading her control over the territory of the ancient king of the north, and only
requires a controlling influence in Iran, Iraq and Syria to qualify for the title; then she will be ready to "come against him [Turkey]."
Significantly, the same year that saw the push of the king of the south (Britain) against Turkey (1917) also witnessed the Russian
Revolution when Lenin overthrew the Tzarist capitalist regime, and introduced the philosophy of Communism, commencing a
movement that would ultimate in the king of the north. In the dramatic years that followed, Russia made great gains in power, influence
and territory, and is about to complete the path marked out by Destiny. In her final onslaught for world domination, Russia will first
attack Constantinople (Istanbul) in order to control the seaways into the Mediterranean, and then proceed against Egypt (v. 42) and the
Holy Land (v. 45).

